
Optional Freddy Service agreement

The Coolant Health Unit comes with a 24 month warranty and optional 12 month service agreement, which includes:
    Two service visits per year - inclusive of labour and travel
    Priority on call outs
    Reduced breakdown call out charge

Freddy Max Unit Models
         
 

Weight in kilgrams (kg) *water flow tested using a 51mm hose at the same level as the fluid being vacuumed.  
If the machine is higher than the fluid, the flow rates will be slower than the quoted values.

*

Specification

The most widely used and well established coolant vacuum range in the world
Recycles coolant and extends coolant life
Enhances coolant performance and production quality
Significantly reduces coolant usage 
Improves and extends tool life
Extensively cuts waste disposal costs
Removes contaminants that cause bacterial growthRemoves contaminants that cause bacterial growth
Removes contaminants that cause micro abrasions 
- that can lead to dermatitis 
Complete with 24 month warranty

500 litre tank capacity
Finished in oil and acid resistant powder coated paint 
Two 37 litre perforated steel filter basket
Comes with complete with full set of tools and hoses
Filters available from 1-1000um
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The Freddy Max is designed to vacuum out, filter and return coolant for re-use.

It has a tilting filter tank, enabling quick and easy emptying of the 60 litre basket, which feeds through to a
secondary 37 litre turret.  This filters out further, enabling double the filtration without any added work for the
operator or additional space required. Designed to vacuum out coolant from machine tool sumps, machine beds,
drip trays, conveyors and even the shop floor with the dedicated floor tool and recycle it for re-use.
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